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Setting Up

o Chemical Sensing has significant application for medical,
environmental, and military purposes
o Approaches require not only high sensitivity, but also
ideally portability with low levels of false alarms
o FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) provides us a ‘molecular
fingerprint’, but is not sensitive enough for trace level
detection
Background
o SEIRA (Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption) enhances IR
absorption from molecular vibrations through coupling with
polaritons

For validation of the SEIRA effect within our SiC gratings, we
employed isopropyl alcohol. The liquid was analyzed in FTIR
transmission to see absorbance peaks. The liquid has a strong
absorbance peak at 950 cm-1, which is inside the region of where
SPhPs can be stimulated within SiC (‘Reststrahlen band’). These

charge and polar optic phonons
(crystal vibrations)
o SPhPs cannot be directly excited
from free-space, requires light to
be slowed down
o Excitation of SPhPs requires
polar crystals to provide a ionic
dipole to couple to light (silicon
carbide)
o Therefore, a silicon carbide grating structure can provide the
mechanism to collect light from free-space to stimulate SPhPs
o We propose that
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o Surface phonon polaritons (SPhP) are a type of polariton that
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liquid cell design that
could incorporate both our SiC gratings and the substrates for

stimulation of SPhPs in

control measurements. This liquid cell allowed us to take more

gratings can be used for

accurate measurements with sufficient time for two grating
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array measurements before replenishing the fluid.
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